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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

A. Abbreviated Names

Arthur Joseph Morburger will be referred to as Mr. Morburger or the

Respondent. The Florida Bar will be referred to as the Bar.

B. Citations to the Record

References to the Report of Referee will be cited as (ROR p. **).

References to specific pleadings will be made by Tab number in the

Index of Record, and with further information when the document is large.

(Tab-**).

The transcript of day one of the final hearing will be cited as (T. **), day

two will be cited as (T2. **), and day three will be cited as (T3. **).

The Bar’s exhibits will be cited as (TFB-Ex. *), with specific references

to the page number when needed.

The Respondent’s exhibits will be cited as (R-Ex. *), with specific

references to the page number when needed.

The Bar provides an appendix of critical portions of the record to

facilitate review. This brief cites to this appendix as (A. **).
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NATURE OF THE CASE

Mr. Morburger seeks review of the Referee’s Report that recommends

this Court find him guilty of violations of Rule 4-1.15 (safekeeping property),

Rule 5-1.1 (trust account), and Rule 4-8.4(c) (misrepresentation and

dishonesty).

The violations arise from Mr. Morburger’s repeated failure, over a

period of two months in early 2021, to transmit checks – backed by sufficient

funds in his trust account – as full payment of attorney’s fees to another

attorney, Carl Palomino. During that period, his trust account was dissipated

by checks written to “GM Investments.” Although he reported to the Bar in

May 2021 that he did not know this entity, it was owned by Gisselle Manzzo,

a former client and close friend of Mr. Morburger. GM Investments had paid

Mr. Morburger’s reinstatement fee for delinquent CLEs to the Bar on

February 18, 2021, in the middle of this period when he claimed not to know

the company allegedly stealing from his trust account. (TFB-Ex. 11).

Mr. Morburger is not actually challenging the recommendation of guilt

on the two charges relating to safekeeping of property and trust account

violations, although he argues for a different analysis and a lesser sanction.

He does challenge the recommendation of guilt concerning the

misrepresentations under 4-8.4(c).
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The Referee recommends disbarment for these violations. Mr.

Morburger is seeking an eleven-month suspension nunc pro tunc to the date

of his emergency suspension.

It is the Bar’s position that the three recommendations of guilt are

amply supported by the findings of fact in the Report, and that those findings

in turn are supported by competent substantial evidence in the record. As

to the recommended sanction, it is the Bar’s position that the violations for

failure to safekeep property and maintain a proper trust account alone

adequately support the Referee’s recommendation of disbarment. But when

joined by the multiple instances of misrepresentations in this case, the

Referee’s recommendation of disbarment clearly has a reasonable basis in

existing case law and the Standards. Despite Mr. Morburger’s long tenure

as a member of the Bar, there really is no legitimate basis to second guess

a recommendation that was not made lightly by this Referee, who found

seven aggravating factors and only one mitigating factor.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This case began on March 10, 2021, when the Bar received a

complaint from attorney Carl Palomino that a check written by Mr. Morburger

from his trust account had bounced. (TFB-Ex. 1). The money had been in

Mr. Morburger’s trust account as a result of a court order. The money was

intended to pay an attorney fee to Mr. Palomino once it was established that

he was due the fee. Mr. Palomino’s fee was established when Mr. Morburger

lost an appeal for his client that had challenged Mr. Palomino’s right to the

fee. Hernandez v. Philip Morris USA, Inc., 306 So. 3d 362 (Fla. 3d DCA

2020).

On February 4, 2021, the circuit court ordered Mr. Morburger to

disburse the funds to Mr. Palomino. Five days later, Mr. Morburger wrote

the check to Mr. Palomino with insufficient funds in his trust account to cover

the check. (A. 8)(TFB-Ex. 1 p. 8).

On March 1, 2021, seventeen days after the check was returned, Mr.

Morburger called the Florida Bar Ethics Hotline and was told to write a letter

advising of the issue. (T2. 86-87). In the letter, he reported that a check had

somehow been issued to “some G.M. entity,” that he had reported the issue

to his bank and had been credited $5,000.00. He explained that he was
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unable to pay the full amount to Mr. Palomino until the matter was resolved.

(TFB-Ex. 4).1

During the following weeks Mr. Palomino attempted to secure his fee

award from Mr. Morburger. Mr. Morburger actually issued a second check

to Mr. Palomino from his trust account while having insufficient funds to cover

that check. He wrote the second check while being photographed by Mr.

Palomino’s courier. (TFB-Ex. 5).

Mr. Morburger did not respond to the Bar complaint until May 3, 2021.

In his response, he claimed that an entity called “GM Investments” had

cashed multiple checks from his trust account. He denied knowing that

entity. It later became clear that “G.M.” was Gisselle Manzzo, a former client

and friend of Mr. Morburger, and he was aware she owned GM Investments

about a month before his response. (TFB-Ex. 11 p. 12-15)(TFB-Ex. 4).

Despite claiming that he did not know GM Investments in this May letter to

the Bar, the subsequent investigation established that Ms. Manzzo had

written a GM Investments check to pay Mr. Morburger’s reinstatement fee

1 Later the Bank would determine that the check was signed by Mr.

Morburger and reverse the $5,000 credit. (A. 14)(TFB-Ex. 12). Mr.

Morburger did not claim he contested the Bank’s decision in that regard, but

he did not reveal this information to the Bar until just before the final hearing

in this case. (ROR p. 9)(T3. 24).
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for delinquent CLEs to the Bar on February 18, 2021, in the midst of Mr.

Morburger’s inability to transfer the funds to Mr. Palomino. (A. 9)(TFB-Ex.

11).

On June 15, 2021, the Bar filed a petition for emergency suspension.

The following day this Court issued an order suspending Mr. Morburger on

an emergency basis for his conduct. Judge Michelle A. Delancy was

appointed as the referee.

The case proceeded to a hearing where the evidence established the

facts presented in the next section. Based on the evidence presented, the

Referee found Mr. Morburger guilty of failing to safeguard trust funds (Rule

4-1.15); making misrepresentations, engaging in fraudulent, deceitful, or

dishonest behavior (Rule 4-8.4(c)); and failing to hold and use trust funds

only for the purpose for which they were entrusted (Rule 5-1.1). (ROR p. 19-

20).

The Referee found that the evidence established that Mr. Morburger

did not comply with the court’s order to disburse the funds and “either through

his direct actions, or by his failure to take any reasonable steps to safeguard

the escrowed funds, facilitated the misappropriation of the same to a

company owned by his friend[.]” (ROR p. 2). Mr. Morburger failed “to close

the compromised [trust] account and move the funds to a new account;… he
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also did not bother to look in his checkbook to see if any additional checks

were missing so he could request a “stop payment” be issued for the same.”

(ROR p. 5).

Mr. Morburger also failed to disburse the remaining funds in the trust

account to Mr. Palomino immediately; he made “no attempt to disburse any

of Mr. Palomino’s funds … between February 12, 2021, and March 31,

2021.” (ROR p. 6-7). The Referee found if Mr. Morburger had taken this

“simple expedient and responsible step,” to disburse the funds on February

12, 2021, the only money Mr. Palomino would have been missing was

$1,500.00. (ROR p. 6). Instead, he subjected the funds to further depletion

and misappropriation. (ROR p. 6). This, the Referee found, showed that Mr.

Morburger “abjectly failed” to protect the remaining funds. (ROR p. 6). The

Referee further found that “[b]ut for Respondent’s deliberate failure to act in

any reasonable way to protect the trust funds, $24,000.00 of Mr. Palomino’s

funds could not have been misappropriated from Respondent’s trust

account.” (ROR p. 6-7).

The Referee determined that Mr. Morburger’s failure to protect the

funds was intentional and he was, at the very least, complicit in the

misappropriation of the funds from his trust account. (ROR p. 18).
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Additionally, the Referee found that Mr. Morburger “made

misrepresentations regarding these events in sworn deposition testimony, to

the Bar in his written responses and to the undersigned Referee in his

testimony during the Final Hearing in this matter.” (ROR p. 2). Most

significantly, Mr. Morburger made multiple misrepresentations about his

knowledge of GM Investments. (ROR p. 8).

The Referee found seven aggravating factors: (1) dishonest or selfish

motive, (2) a pattern of misconduct, (3) multiple offenses, (4) submission of

false evidence, (5) vulnerability of the victim, (6) substantial experience in

the practice of law, and (7) indifference to making restitution. (ROR p. 26-

27). She found one mitigating factor: absence of a prior disciplinary record.

(ROR p. 28).

The Referee specifically declined to find the following mitigating

factors: (1) absence of a dishonest or selfish motive; (2) full and free

disclosure to the Bar; (3) character or reputation; and (4) remorse. (ROR p.

28). The Referee ultimately recommended Mr. Morburger be disbarred and

pay the Bar’s costs. (ROR p. 25).

Mr. Morburger seeks review of this Report. Specifically, he seeks

review of the Referee’s recommendation that he be found guilty of violating
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Rule 4-8.4(c), the application of various aggravating factors, and the

Referee’s intentional choice not to apply one mitigating factor.
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STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

Mr. Morburger was first admitted to practice law in Florida in 1973. (T2.

69). He began practicing law earlier in New York in 1960. (T2. 69). He is

admitted to practice law in Florida, Kentucky, Arizona, and New York. (T2.

69-70). He primarily was practicing appellate law prior to his suspension.

(T2. 71).

Mr. Morburger represented Miriam Hernandez in her appeal against

Phillip Morris, U.S.A., Inc. (ROR p. 3). Carl Palomino represented Phillip

Morris in the trial court proceedings. The trial court awarded Mr. Palomino

attorneys’ fees totaling $37,030.00 in the matter of Miriam Hernandez v.

Phillip Morris, U.S.A., Inc., No. 2008-001484-CA-01 (Miami-Dade County

Circuit Court). (ROR p. 3). In February 2020, the trial court ordered Mr.

Morburger to hold the fee award in his trust account pending the outcome of

the appeal. (ROR p. 3).

Mr. Morburger’s trust account had sat dormant for years before he

deposited Mr. Palomino’s fee award into his account. Prior to the time he

deposited the fee award, his trust account had a total of fifty-four cents in it.

(ROR p. 3). Thus, except for the nominal amount, the account only included

funds that he held in trust for Mr. Palomino.
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On February 4, 2021, following the resolution of the appeal, see

Hernandez v. Philip Morris USA, Inc., 306 So. 3d 362 (Fla. 3d DCA 2020),

rev. denied No. SC20-1231, 2021 WL 28219, at *1 (Fla. Jan. 5, 2021), the

trial court ordered Mr. Morburger to disburse the fee award to Mr. Palomino.

(TFB-Ex. 1). On that same date, Mr. Morburger filed an acknowledgement

that he had the exact amount in his trust account. (T. 23). There, he stated:

Just $37,030.00 was transferred to Morburger’s Trust Account.

That is the amount of the lien. Nothing further was ever

transferred.

(TFB-Ex. 1 p. 18).

Four days later, on February 8, Mr. Morburger called Mr. Palomino to

let him know that a check was ready to be picked up. (T. 23). The following

day, February 9, Mr. Palomino sent a courier to pick up check number 454

from Mr. Morburger’s office. (T. 24). The courier watched Mr. Morburger

write out the check. (TFB-Ex. 5 p. 89). Oddly, the check was dated February

5. (A. 8)(T. 33, TFB-Ex. 2, 5). Mr. Morburger denied backdating the check.

(T2. 77).

Mr. Palomino attempted to deposit the check. However, the next day,

the check was returned for insufficient funds. (TFB-Ex. 2). Curiously, check

number 464—a check ten checks later in the check book than the check Mr.
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Morburger gave to Mr. Palomino—had previously been negotiated and had

depleted the funds in the trust account by $6,500. (A.16).

Check 464 is made out to GM Investment and Property Solutions (“GM

Investments”) and is dated February 7, 2021. The check was paid by Mr.

Morburger’s bank just a day earlier—February 8, 2021. (TFB-Ex. 2).

On February 12, 2021, Mr. Palomino called Mr. Morburger and

informed him that his check had been returned for insufficient funds. (T.

25)(ROR p. 4). Mr. Morburger assured Mr. Palomino that the funds were

there and expressed confusion as to why the check had bounced. (T. 25-

26). Mr. Palomino asked Mr. Morburger to investigate this further and Mr.

Morburger told him that he could not because the bank branches near him

were closed. (T. 26). Finding this odd since it was not a holiday, Mr.

Palomino sent Mr. Morburger an email and a statutory notice that his check

bounced. (T. 27). Around the same time, Mr. Morburger claimed that

someone gained access to his bank account without his permission or

knowledge. (T. 28). Finding this a bit bizarre, Mr. Palomino set Mr.

Morburger’s deposition on the matter and subpoenaed his bank records. (T.

27).

The bank records show that on February 9, the day that Mr. Morburger

gave check 454 to Mr. Palomino, Mr. Morburger did not have the sufficient
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funds in his account. (T. 29). In addition, the bank contacted Mr. Morburger

on February 10 about the bad check and requested that he contact Mr.

Palomino about the issue. (T. 29).

On February 12, 2021, Mr. Morburger notified the bank that someone

forged his signature on check number 464, the check to the GM entity. (ROR

p. 4). On that same day, the bank credited back $5,000.00 of the $6,500.00,

pending its investigation into the allegations of third-party fraud. (ROR p. 4).

This was the only check about which Mr. Morburger contacted the bank. (T2.

102). At this point, the trust account contained $35,530.00. Later, when the

bank finished its investigation and confirmed the signature was Mr.

Morburger’s, it removed the $5,000.00 credit from the account. (TFB-Ex. 12)

(A. 14).

Seventeen days later, on March 1, 2021, Mr. Morburger sent a letter to

the Bar reporting that a check had been issued to “some G.M. entity,” that

he had reported it to his bank and had been credited $5,000.00. Short only

the $1500, he told the Bar that he was unable to pay the full amount to Mr.

Palomino until the matter was resolved. (TFB-Ex. 4). He acknowledged that

the check was written on February 9, 2021. (TFB-Ex. 4). He represented

that he had wanted to check the account balance before issuing the check

to Mr. Palomino, but his bank, Bank of America, had closed all branches in
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Miami at the time, so he relied on his monthly bank statement for the

purported account balance. (TFB-Ex. 4). He waited from February 10 until

March 1 to report the issue to the Bar because he did not realize it was

necessary to call the Bar. (T3. 20-21). At the final hearing, he confirmed

that he did not call the Bar Ethics Hotline until March 1. (T2. 86-87).

On March 31, 2021, Mr. Palomino took Mr. Morburger’s deposition.

(ROR p. 7). There, Mr. Morburger testified that he did not have anything to

do with GM Investments and had no idea who they were. (TFB-Ex. 1 p. 151-

52). He further testified that no friends, relatives, or family members were

involved with GM Investments. (TFB-Ex. 1 p. 152). He denied that the

signature on check 464 was his signature.2 (TFB-Ex. 1 p. 152).

While at his deposition, Mr. Morburger testified that he had not made

any efforts to disburse the money to Mr. Palomino because he did not have

the money. (TFB-Ex. 1 p. 157). However, he acknowledged that he “should”

have $35,530, e.g., $37,030 minus the $6,500 check 464 plus the $5,000

credit the bank credited to his account, in his account at that time. (TFB-Ex.

2 To be clear, the record does not establish whether the signature on check

464 was a genuine signature because that issue arose just before trial. But

Mr. Morburger did not claim he protested the Bank’s decision that he signed

the check or that he asked the Bank to investigate GM Investments to find

out who might be responsible for any theft.
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1 p. 161). He promised he would issue a check to Mr. Palomino for that

amount if Mr. Palomino sent a courier immediately. (TFB-Ex. 1 p. 161).

Mr. Palomino sent the same courier as before to pick the check up from

Mr. Morburger that very day. (ROR p. 7). The courier watched Mr.

Morburger remove his checkbook from a safe in his office and make out

check number 461 to Mr. Palomino for $35,530.00. (TFB-Ex. 3, 5)(ROR p.

7). The courier photographed him writing the check. (TFB-Ex. 5).

Check number 461 bounced because of insufficient funds. (T. 47). Mr.

Palomino insisted that he and Mr. Morburger go to the bank to disburse the

rest of the money. (ROR p. 8).

On April 7, 2021, after many attempts to set up a meeting, they met at

the bank. (T. 52). Mr. Palomino requested he secure a cashier’s check, but

Mr. Morburger refused because he did not want to pay the nominal fee. (T.

54). The bank manager suggested that Mr. Morburger wire the money to Mr.

Palomino to ensure the funds transferred without issue. (T. 55).

After three hours, $18,030 was wired to Mr. Palomino’s account. (T.

55, 61). Once those funds were disbursed, there was once again a balance

of $0.54 in Mr. Morburger’s trust account. (TFB-Ex. 2).

During those three hours, Mr. Palomino informed Mr. Morburger that

Ms. Gisselle Manzzo owned GM Investments. (T. 58). Mr. Palomino asked
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if he knew her. Mr. Morburger told Mr. Palomino that she was a client and a

friend, and that he could get the money back from her. (T. 58). He failed to

do so. Indeed, he did not report the event to the police until a few weeks

before the trial in this case. (T3. 23).

Trust Account Activity

While Mr. Palomino attempted to secure his fee award, multiple checks

from Mr. Morburger’s trust account were issued and presented for payment.

The following is a summary of the checks negotiated or rejected by the Bank

for the trust account:

Date Check

number

Payee Amount Date Paid

by Bank

02/07/21 464 GM

Investments

$6,500.00 02/08/21

02/09/21 454 Carl

Palomino

$37,030.00 Rejected

02/11/21 455 Eyal Amitan $2,000.00 Rejected

02/12/21 456 GM

Investments

$5,500.00 Rejected

03/09/21 457 GM

Investments

$6,000.00 03/15/21
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03/21/21 458 GM

Investments

$6,500.00 03/22/21

03/31/21 460 GM

Investments

$5,000.00 04/05/21

03/31/21 461 Carl

Palomino

$35,530.00 Rejected

04/07/21 Wire Carl

Palomino

$18,030.00

04/13/21 459 GM

Investments

$7,500.00 Rejected

(A. 8, 12, 15-20). Notably, the balance of the trust account at the end of

February was $35,530.00. (A. 10). By the end of March, the trust account

balance was $23,030.54.

On May 5, 2021, the bank completed its investigation into Mr.

Morburger’s claims that check 464 was a forgery. (TFB-Ex. 12). The bank

determined that it would not honor his claim as his signature on the check

was consistent with the sample of his signature the bank had on file. (TFB-

Ex. 12). As such, the bank reversed the $5,000.00 credit on May 19, 2021.
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(TFB-Ex. 12). This letter was not provided to the Bar or the referee until two

days before the final hearing began. (ROR p. 9).

At the final hearing, Mr. Morburger testified that he did not report this

to the Bar because the Bar did not ask him about it. (T3. 24). Further, he

did not think that informing the Bar that the bank found the signature matched

the samples in his file would have helped his case. (T3. 25).

Mr. Morburger did not pay Mr. Palomino the additional $19,000 until

October 12, 2021. (T. 61). He only paid that amount after he was held in

contempt for failing to comply with the court’s order. (ROR p. 19).

Mr. Morburger’s Relationship with Ms. Manzzo

Ms. Manzzo was deposed on September 28, 2021, by the Bar. (TFB-

Ex. 11). She testified that she owns GM Investments. (TFB-Ex. 11 p. 6).

The company had a bank account but it was essentially inactive. (TFB-Ex.

11 p. 21). GM Investments had been created to be used to manage

properties for a man named Albert Gregorian. (TFB-Ex. 11 p. 7). Mr.

Gregorian was friends with Ms. Manzzo’s boyfriend, Carlo Abrahamian.

(TFB-Ex. 11 p. 7-9).

Ms. Manzzo had known Mr. Morburger since 2014. (TFB-Ex. 11 p.

12). Mr. Morburger represented her in a quiet title action and a recent

foreclosure action. (TFB-Ex. 11 p. 13-14). Additionally, he represented her
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boyfriend, Mr. Abrahamian in a criminal case involving fraud charges. (TFB-

Ex. 11 p. 16).

Mr. Morburger was a good friend of hers. (TFB-Ex. 11 p. 15). On one

occasion, Mr. Morburger came to the house for Christmas and Thanksgiving.

(TFB-Ex. 11 p. 17). On February 18, 2021, Ms. Manzzo also wrote a check

to the Bar for Mr. Morburger’s “license to be reinstated.” (A. 9)(TFB-Ex. 11

p. 44). To be more accurate, the check was used to cure a CLE deficiency.

The check was drawn from GM Investment’s bank account just eight days

after he received notice that the check to Mr. Palomino was rejected because

of a check issued to GM Investments. (A. 9).

She claimed that her boyfriend gave her the checks from Mr.

Morburger’s trust account. (TFB-Ex. 11 p. 25). She was told that the checks

were business related and Mr. Abrahamian and Mr. Morburger were working

on things together. (TFB-Ex. 11 p. 25-26). Mr. Morburger was supposed to

join GM Investments as their in-house attorney. (TFB-Ex. 11 p. 27). She,

however, was not sure how this agreement was reached. (TFB-Ex. 11 p.

28).

Prior to her deposition, on June 4, 2021, staff investigator Thomas

Reilly called Ms. Manzzo to discuss the checks and set up an appointment

for an interview. (TFB-Ex. 7). Ms. Manzzo informed him that Mr. Morburger
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told her that he was taking care of the problem and that she should not speak

with the Bar. (TFB-Ex. 7). Mr. Reilly wanted to know any additional

information that Ms. Manzzo might have beyond that which Mr. Morburger

had already provided. (TFB-Ex. 7). Ms. Manzzo reiterated that Mr.

Morburger told her not to speak with the Bar and she would not be doing so.

(TFB-Ex. 7). She further requested that the Bar not “bother” her again and

terminated the call. (TFB-Ex. 7). At her deposition, she denied that Mr.

Morburger told her not to speak with the Bar. (TFB-Ex. 11 p. 22). The

Referee found these denials incredible. (ROR p. 19).

Originally, Ms. Manzzo testified that she was not sure if Mr. Morburger

ever asked her or Mr. Abrahamian to give the money back. However, on her

deposition errata sheet she clarified that Mr. Morburger did not ask her

specifically to return the money, but he did ask Mr. Abrahamian. (TFB-Ex.

11 p. 31, 69). She claimed that Mr. Gregorian recently informed her that he

was the one who signed the checks. (TFB-Ex. 11 p. 48). Mr. Abrahamian

issued $19,000.00 back to Mr. Morburger, which he used to pay Mr.

Palomino. (T2. 124). At the final hearing, Mr. Morburger reported that he

filed criminal charges against Mr. Abrahamian, but this had occurred only

two weeks prior to the final hearing. (T2. 127).
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Mr. Morburger’s Testimony at the Final Hearing

Mr. Morburger denied knowing anything about GM Investments in

February 2021. (T2. 91). He claimed he had attempted to look up GM

Investments on Sunbiz on two occasions, but each time the website was not

operable. (T2. 93, 135). He denied knowing of Gisselle Manzzo’s

involvement with GM Investments at the time of his deposition—March 31,

2021—and when he wrote his response to the Bar on May 3, 2021. (T2.

112).

He denied signing check numbers 455, 456, 457, 458, 459, and 460.

(T2. 95, 110-11). He assumed someone went into the file cabinet where he

kept his checks and removed them. (T2. 98). Even if this were true, he did

not close the account and the funds were not moved to a new account.

Checks from a Morburger business account were also issued to GM

Investments. Two months after the check to Carl Palomino bounced, in May

2021, Morburger Bros, Inc., issued two checks to GM Investments. (TFB-

Ex. 11). Both checks were signed by Arthur Morburger and the address

listed on the checks matched Mr. Morburger’s address. (TFB-Ex. 11). Mr.

Morburger denied writing any checks to GM Investments from the business’

account. (T3. 19).
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After the first check to Mr. Palomino was returned, Mr. Morburger

reviewed his checkbook. (T2. 99). He could tell check 464, the first check

paid to GM Investments, was torn out of the checkbook and part of the check

stub was torn. (T2. 99). Oddly, he did not notice the eight other checks

preceding check 464 that were missing from his checkbook at that time—

check 464 was issued to GM Investments but check 454 was presented for

payment just days after 464 was paid. (T2. 100). So, checks 455 to 463

were probably missing at that time. However, during the final hearing, held

in October 2021, Mr. Morburger finally went back to look at the other checks

and determined that other checks were missing out of his checkbook. (T3.

28)(ROR p. 5).

Mr. Morburger believed he was not dishonest or selfish. (T2. 130). He

felt that he was honest and forthright with the Bar and his self-reporting was

evidence of that. (T2. 130). He guessed that Mr. Palomino was a victim in

this matter. (T2. 131). He never apologized to Mr. Palomino. (T3. 51).

He assured the Referee that this would not happen again because it

was a tremendous aggravation for him. (T2. 132). He felt that his bank was

incompetent during this process. (T2. 133). He did recognize if something

like this happens again in the future, he would issue stop payments or close

the account. (T2. 134). But, overall, the stolen money was not his fault; it
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was out of his control and he did the best he could to take care of the issue.

(T3. 51). He assumed that the bank would not honor “forged” checks. (T3.

54).

The trust account involved in this case was still open at the time of the

final hearing, but no longer “active.” (T2. 106, T3. 40). The current balance

was $0.54. (T2. 106). Additionally, checks 465 and 466 were still missing.

(T3. 34).
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

Mr. Morburger is not really arguing that the Referee is wrong in

recommending that this Court find him guilty of violating Rule 5-1.1 and Rule

4-1.15. After all, he did not safekeep Mr. Palomino’s money or properly

disburse it as ordered by the Court after Mr. Morburger lost the appeal for

his client. He did not notify the Bar immediately of the shortage in his trust

account, the cause of the shortage, or the amount of replenishment (because

he did not replenish the account). See Rule 5-1.1(a)(1)(B). Indeed he waited

two weeks to notify the Bar. He did not immediately issue a second check

to Mr. Palomino in order to distribute what funds he still held. Instead, he

delayed until Ms. Manzzo had managed to remove more money from the

account by depositing the checks payable to GM Investments. This was

occurring when he was denying he knew of GM Investments and while GM

Investments was paying for his CLE with the Bar. Even if somehow the

Referee were wrong and the first check to Mr. Palomino on February 9, 2021,

for $37,030 was signed when Mr. Morburger was confused about the

balance in his trust account, the second check for $35,530 was provided

after his deposition when he had to know that it was a bad check.

Mr. Morburger is suggesting that he should receive a lesser sanction

than disbarment because he is old and has never had a serious bar
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disciplinary matter. He argues that the circumstances the Referee found to

be an “abject failure” were closer to gross negligence rather than intentional

acts.

First, if this had been a case where the check was returned for

insufficient funds and Mr. Morburger had immediately taken steps to end the

risk to his trust account, pay Mr. Palomino, and report the matter to the Bar,

it might have been a case that did not warrant disbarment. But those are not

even the facts claimed by Mr. Morburger, much less the facts found by the

Referee when she found him incredible. He wrote not one, but two checks

to Mr. Palomino without sufficient funds in his trust account. He delayed for

seven weeks before issuing the second bad check and another week (during

which Ms. Manzzo withdrew $5,000) before coming to the bank and wiring

$18,000 to Mr. Palomino in April. And he delayed reporting this supposed

theft to the police until a few weeks before the trial in this proceeding. The

Referee correctly found that the evidence supported a knowing and

intentional violation of these rules.

Second, Mr. Morburger’s suggested nunc pro tunc sanction is not

remotely supported by the Standards or case law. Even if he were correct

that this was a gross negligence case, that normally warrants disbarment or

a long, prospective, rehabilitative sanction. See The Florida Bar v. Alters,
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260 So. 3d 72, 84-85 (Fla. 2018) (disbarment for gross negligence); The

Florida Bar v. Whigham, 525 So. 2d 873, 875 (Fla. 1988) (three-year

suspension).

Concerning the violation of Rule 4-8.4, Mr. Morburger is not accepting

the evidence in the light most favorable to the findings of fact, and he is not

accepting the fact that the Referee found some of his testimony incredible.

The Referee details those misrepresentations in the Report. But only as one

example:

He made patent misrepresentations regarding his knowledge of

GM Investments:

(1) to the Bar in writing,

(2) in his sworn testimony prior to the final hearing, and

(3) to the Referee under oath at the final hearing.

(ROR p. 16). These violations also warrant a serious sanction and when

combined with the other two violations clearly warrant disbarment.

The Bar submits that the Referee correctly found the aggravating

factors and the one mitigating factor were supported by competent,

substantial evidence. While the Bar can have empathy for a lawyer who is

still practicing in his eighties, it cannot have a separate set of rules for elderly

lawyers. There is no suggestion in this record or in the transcript of Mr.
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Morburger’s testimony that would suggest these violations were the product

of age, dementia, or confusion. The Referee did not so find. The three

purposes of sanctions simply warrant a disbarment in this case, and the

Referee should not be second-guessed in this context.
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THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS IN A DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDING

AND THE STANDARD OF REVIEW

This is an original proceeding filed under this Court’s exclusive

jurisdiction to “to regulate the admission of persons to the practice of law and

the discipline of persons admitted.” Art. V, §15, Fla. Const. “Standards of

review” used to evaluate a trial court’s final judgment do not apply here.

Nevertheless, it is still useful to begin a review of the referee’s report

with a consideration of the decision-making process and the applicable rules

governing this Court’s ultimate determination on the issues presented in a

disciplinary proceeding.

1. Findings of Fact

As this Court explained in The Florida Bar v. Picon, 205 So. 3d 759,

764 (Fla. 2016): “This Court's review of a referee's findings of fact is limited.

If a referee's findings of fact are supported by competent, substantial

evidence in the record, this Court will not reweigh the evidence and substitute

its judgment for that of the referee. The Florida Bar v. Frederick, 756 So. 2d

79, 86 (Fla. 2000).” See also The Florida Bar v. Schwartz, 284 So. 3d 393,

396 (Fla. 2019); The Florida Bar v. Parrish, 241 So. 3d 66, 72 (Fla. 2018);

The Florida Bar v. Vining, 721 So. 2d 1164, 1167 (Fla. 1998); The Florida
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Bar v. Jordan, 705 So. 2d 1387, 1390 (Fla. 1998); The Florida Bar v. Spann,

682 So. 2d 1070, 1073 (Fla. 1996).

2. Credibility

In reaching its findings of fact, the Referee has a heightened role in

determining issues of credibility, which are important in this particular review.

This Court has long held, “The referee is in a unique position to assess the

credibility of witnesses, and his judgment regarding credibility should not be

overturned absent clear and convincing evidence that his judgment is

incorrect.” The Florida Bar v. Tobkin, 944 So. 2d 219, 224 (Fla. 2006)

(quoting The Florida Bar v. Thomas, 582 So. 2d 1177, 1178 (Fla. 1991));

See also The Florida Bar v. Petersen, 248 So. 3d 1069, 1077 (Fla. 2018).

In this case, the Referee had an ample opportunity to assess Mr.

Morburger’s credibility. Moreover, the Referee was presented with tangible

evidence and witness testimony. At times, the tangible evidence and witness

testimony seemingly were in direct conflict with each other. Where this

contradictory tangible evidence and testimony exist, the Referee’s

assessment of credibility is very important.
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3. Recommendation of Discipline

The Referee’s recommendation of discipline is subjected to greater

review by this Court because of this Court’s ultimate responsibility to make

that decision:

In reviewing a referee’s recommended discipline, this Court’s

scope of review is broader than that afforded to the referee’s

findings of fact because, ultimately, it is the Court’s responsibility

to order the appropriate sanction. See The Florida Bar v. Picon,

205 So. 3d 759, 765 (Fla. 2016) (citing The Florida Bar v.

Anderson, 538 So. 2d 852, 854 (Fla. 1989)). At the same time,

this Court will generally not second-guess the referee’s

recommended discipline, as long as it has a reasonable basis in

existing case law and the standards. See The Florida Bar v.

Alters, 260 So. 3d 72, 83 (Fla. 2018); The Florida Bar v. De La

Torre, 994 So. 2d 1032 (Fla. 2008).

The Florida Bar v. Altman, 294 So. 3d 844, 847 (Fla. 2020).

It is also important to consider that this Court has given notice to the

members of the Bar that it is moving toward harsher sanctions than in the

past. See The Florida Bar v. Rosenberg, 169 So. 3d 1155, 1162 (Fla. 2015).

In Rosenberg, this Court explained that since the decision in The Florida Bar

v. Bloom, 632 So. 2d 1016 (Fla. 1994), the Court has moved toward imposing

stricter sanctions for unethical and unprofessional conduct. See also Altman
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at 847. As a result, case law prior to 2015 needs to be examined carefully

to make certain that the application of sanctions in these earlier cases

comports with current standards.

4. Consideration of Mitigating and Aggravating Factors – Both
as Findings of Fact and as a Mixed Question of Law and Fact
during the Decision to Select the Appropriate Sanction.

A Referee’s findings on mitigating and aggravating factors are treated

essentially like any other finding of fact:

[A] referee's findings of fact carry a presumption of correctness

that should be upheld unless clearly erroneous or without support

in the record. See The Florida Bar v. Summers, 728 So. 2d 739,

741 (Fla. 1999). This standard applies in reviewing a referee's

findings of mitigation and aggravation. See, e.g., The Florida Bar

v. Wolis, 783 So. 2d 1057, 1059 (Fla. 2001); The Florida Bar v.

Hecker, 475 So. 2d 1240, 1242 (Fla. 1985).

The Florida Bar v. Arcia, 848 So. 2d 296, 299 (Fla. 2003).

“[A] referee's findings of mitigation and aggravation carry a

presumption of correctness and will be upheld unless clearly erroneous or

without support in the record.” The Florida Bar v. Germain, 957 So. 2d 613,

621 (Fla. 2007). The burden of demonstrating that the findings in aggravation

or mitigation are clearly erroneous lies with the party challenging the findings.

See The Florida Bar v. Glick, 693 So. 2d 550, 552 (Fla. 1997) (holding that

the burden of disproving a referee's findings of fact or recommendations as
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to guilt is upon the party challenging those findings). The Florida Bar v.

Marcellus, 249 So. 3d 538, 544 (Fla. 2018).

Once the factors of mitigation and aggravation are found to exist, they

are applied to “justify” an increase or a decrease in the “degree of discipline

to be imposed.” Florida Standards 3.2(a), 3.3(a). This process of balancing

the positive and negative factors is a mixed question of fact and law. It is

part of the ultimate decision to impose a sanction.
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ARGUMENT

I. There is competent substantial evidence to support the Referee’s

finding that Mr. Morburger violated Rule 5-1.1, and Rule 4-1.15.

Those violations warrant disbarment by themselves.

Mr. Morburger recognizes that he violated Rule 5-1.1, and that he also

violated Rule 4-1.15. (IB 26, 30). But he claims that the Bar failed to meet

its burden of proof that in his violations he acted either intentionally or in

reckless disregard of his ethical obligation to preserve the funds at issue. (IB

13). He relies on his contention that the funds were stolen by a third party.

(IB 15-25). He argues that the “intervening criminal act” should be

considered when evaluating the ultimate sanction. (IB 27).

He also states that Rule 4-1.15 is “redundant” of a violation of Rule 5-

1.1 but does not put forth any arguments as to why this Court should not find

him guilty of violating Rule 4-1.15. (IB 26). The violation of 4-1.15 arises

from his undisputed failure to safekeep the money owed to Mr. Palomino.

The violation of Rule 5-1.1 probably includes that failure, but it also includes

all of the errors he made once he knew that he had failed to keep that money

secure. At the final hearing, Mr. Morburger’s counsel conceded that if the

Referee found a Rule 5-1.1 violation that there would also be a Rule 4-1.15

violation. (T3. 110).
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Mr. Morburger allowed Ms. Manzzo to continue to dissipate his trust

account after he had actual knowledge that GM Investments had withdrawn

money from his account, which he claimed was a theft, but which the bank

claimed was withdrawn with a check signed by him. On February 10, 2021,

he was aware that his trust account did not have enough funds to disburse

Mr. Palomino’s full fee award to him. His bank and Mr. Palomino had

informed him the check he issued was returned for insufficient funds. Mr.

Morburger reported this to his bank and temporarily received a $5,000.00

credit of the $6,500.00 that was withdrawn from the account.

Even if one accepts Mr. Morburger’s version of these events, instead

of doing what a prudent attorney would do, Mr. Morburger did not close the

“compromised account,” he did not ensure that the funds were moved to

another account so that whoever had access to his account could no longer

have access to Mr. Palomino’s fees. Mr. Morburger did nothing. In fact, at

the final hearing, he testified that he did not even look through his checkbook

until the middle of the final hearing to determine if any other checks had been

stolen. He was a willing participant in allowing Mr. Palomino’s funds to

disappear.

This is compounded by the fact that as of February 12, 2021, after the

bank’s $5,000.00 credit to the trust account, Mr. Morburger failed to
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immediately disburse the remaining $35,530.54 to Mr. Palomino. Instead,

Mr. Morburger made the intentional decision not to disburse the funds and

allowed them to remain in an account Mr. Morburger purportedly believed

was compromised. This intentional decision is further evinced in his March

1 letter to the Bar where he clearly states that he did not plan to give Mr.

Palomino any of the funds at that time. (A. 11). And, it allowed an additional

$17,500 of Mr. Palomino’s funds to be removed from the account.

It was not until Mr. Palomino took Mr. Morburger’s deposition that Mr.

Morburger even attempted to disburse any of the funds to Mr. Palomino.

And, even then, as the Referee noted, his deposition testimony suggested

that he knew the $35,530.54 was not in the account. (ROR p. 7). After

hounding him for a week, Mr. Morburger finally wired $18,000 to Mr.

Palomino on April 7. But, unsurprisingly, it took the trial court holding Mr.

Morburger in contempt for him to pay the rest of the amount owed to Mr.

Palomino. Mr. Palomino was not made whole until October 12, 2021.

Mr. Morburger also did not immediately report his trust account issue

to the Bar. He was notified on February 10, 2021, that a check from his trust

account was returned of insufficient funds. Yet, he waited until March 1 to

even contact the Bar. His testimony at the final hearing showed his relaxed
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attitude towards the seriousness of the trust account violations. He testified

that he did not even realize that he needed to contact the Bar.

But the Referee did not accept what Mr. Morburger was telling her was

the truth. The inconvenient fact that Ms. Manzzo had written a GM

Investments check to pay Mr. Morburger’s reinstatement fee for delinquent

CLEs to the Bar on February 18, 2021 – in the middle of this period when he

claimed not to know anything about the company allegedly stealing from his

trust account – seemed to interfere with Mr. Morburger’s version of these

events. (TFB-Ex. 11).

The Bar submits that the Referee’s uncontested finding that Mr.

Morburger violated Rule 4-1.15 and Rule 5-1.1 is supported by competent

substantial evidence. And, when these violations are examined by

themselves, disbarment is the appropriate sanction.

The Standards

The initial brief does not challenge the Referee’s application of the

Standards. The Referee considered the following Standards: Standard

4.1(a), Failure to Preserve the Client’s Property, Standard 5.1(a), Failure to

Maintain Personal Integrity, Standard 6.1(a)(1)-(2), False Statements, Fraud

and Misrepresentation, and Standard 7.1(a), Deceptive Conduct or
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Statements and Unreasonable or Improper Fees. (ROR p. 20-21). The first

Standard is worth noting here.

4.1 FAILURE TO PRESERVE THE CLIENT’S PROPERTY

(a) Disbarment. Disbarment is appropriate when a

lawyer intentionally or knowingly converts client property

regardless of injury or potential injury.

Mr. Morburger knew that his trust account had been compromised and,

despite his testimony, he knew about GM Investments no later than February

18 when Ms. Manzzo paid his delinquent CLE fees with a GM Investments

check. Instead of promptly closing the account and reporting the first alleged

theft to the Bar and the police, he allowed three more G.M. Investment

checks to be paid out of his trust account in March. He knowingly, if not

intentionally, converted Mr. Palomino’s funds for the benefit of his friend, Ms.

Manzzo. Admittedly, Mr. Palomino was not his “client,” but rather the trial

attorney whose funds were being safeguarded during the appeal, but that

should make no difference for this Standard or in the sanction.

Even if the Referee were wrong about this case involving a knowing

conversion, Standard 4.1(b) provides:

Suspension. Suspension is appropriate when a lawyer knows
or should know that the lawyer is dealing improperly with client
property and causes injury or potential injury to a client.
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This is not a case where Mr. Morburger “should know” he was dealing

improperly with Mr. Palomino’s funds. Given his long delay in returning the

funds, despite all of Mr. Palomino’s efforts to obtain those funds, and in light

of the evidence discussed earlier, it is clear in this record that he did know

he was dealing improperly with these funds. Thus, this Standards supports

no sanction less than a substantial rehabilitative sanction in the range of

three years if this Court were imposing a sanction only for these first two

violations.

The Caselaw

A few cases are instructive. This Court has “repeatedly stated that

misuse or misappropriation of funds held in trust is one of the most serious

offenses a lawyer can commit, and that disbarment is the presumptively

appropriate sanction.” The Florida Bar v. Johnson, 132 So. 3d 32, 38 (Fla.

2013). The “presumption of disbarment is especially weighty when the

misconduct is intentional rather than negligent or inadvertent.” Id. Further,

“leniency [in the face of the presumption of disbarment] is not warranted in a

case involving an attorney’s systemic failure to protect property held in trust

for his clients.” Alters, 260 So. 3d at 84.

These general principles are applicable to this case. Rejecting Mr.

Morburger’s credibility, the Referee concluded that he knew how his account
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was being compromised and he simply allowed Ms. Manzzo to continue

withdrawing money.

Moreover, Mr. Morburger had the opportunity to tender the funds to Mr.

Palomino, less $1,500, within days of the trial court’s order mandating he

disburse the funds. He elected not to do so for a period of weeks while Ms.

Manzzo continued to withdraw funds from the trust account. The Bar submits

that his actions, and his inaction, warrant disbarment.

As Mr. Morburger points out in his initial brief, there is no fact-specific,

controlling case addressing Mr. Morburger’s behavior. (IB 37). That is not

a rare occurrence in Bar discipline cases, especially those involving trust

accounts where the strict sanction policy causes few lawyers to violate the

rules. Mr. Morburger argues that a few cases are examples of more

egregious conduct, and, thus, disbarment is not the appropriate sanction

here because Mr. Morburger’s conduct was less egregious. (IB 37).

He first focuses on The Florida Bar v. Rousso, 117 So. 3d 756, 759-60

(Fla. 2013). That is a case involving misconduct by a bookkeeper, and not

by the lawyer himself. In that case the firm’s bookkeeper embezzled $4.38

million from the firm’s trust account. One of the attorneys in the firm learned

of the trust account deficiencies, but “did not fully comprehend the cause and

scope of the problem” until later. Another attorney in the firm learned of the
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trust account issues and took several actions to address the shortages,

including funding the trust account and contacting police and cooperating in

the ensuing investigation. Id. In considering the proper sanction, this Court

noted:

If Respondents had adhered to the minimum trust account

requirements set forth in the Rules Regulating the Florida Bar,

they could have safeguarded their clients from this enormous

amount of theft. While recognizing Respondents’ argument that

the funds had been stolen by Bookkeeper, the referee concluded

that this argument might hold for an isolated and recent

conversion of trust funds, but the sheer size of the $4.38 million

deficit proves that Bookkeeper had been embezzling for many

months, if not years. Respondents had tried to delegate their

responsibilities to a non-lawyer employee in the firm, and did not

effectively monitor the employee or the trust account. As the

referee noted, the ultimate responsibility for the trust account

monies rests with the Respondents. … Respondents

abandoned their professional duty to safeguard their clients’

funds.

Id. at 766-67. Although Mr. Morburger overlooks that it was not the

bookkeeper in his office who knew about Ms. Manzzo and the GM

Investments, it is clear that the general principles in Rousso apply to his

case. To put it in perspective, Mr. Morburger allowed almost 65% of Mr.

Palomino’s funds to be misappropriated. That is a significant percentage.

And, these misappropriations occurred over a series of months because Mr.

Morburger allowed the trust account to continue to be compromised. He
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completely abandoned his professional duty to safeguard Mr. Palomino’s

funds. The Bar submits that Rousso is persuasive in this context.

The Florida Bar v. Riggs, 944 So. 2d 167 (Fla. 2006), provides helpful

context in determining where Mr. Morburger’s conduct falls on the spectrum.

In Riggs, the attorney claimed that a former employee stole from the trust

account. Id. at 170. The referee concluded that Riggs failed to adequately

supervise the employee and failed to properly maintain his trust account. Id.

Riggs filed a police report, but not until two months after the Bar filed its

complaint and over eighteen months after the funds originally disappeared.

Id. Mr. Riggs received a three-year suspension.

Mr. Morburger’s conduct is far worse that Riggs’ failure to properly

supervise his employees. As the Referee noted in her ROR, Mr. Morburger

was on notice of the theft and still failed to take any reasonable protective

action to safeguard the remaining funds. (ROR p. 24). Further, “[a] clear

protective action would have been to close the account or re-establish

another one.” (ROR p. 24). Mr. Morburger chose to not perform either

protective action. Thus, unlike Riggs who merely failed to properly supervise

an employee, Mr. Morburger’s conscious knowledge that the trust account

was compromised and his failure to do anything about it – even when he
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really did know about GM Investments –move this case further on the

sanction spectrum to disbarment.

This Court’s “jurisprudence is clear that ‘[k]nowingly or negligently

engaging in sloppy bookkeeping amounts to intent under rule 4-8.4(c).’”

Alters, 260 So. 3d at 80 (quoting Riggs, 944 So. 2d at 171); see, e.g., The

Florida Bar v. Smith, 866 So. 2d 41, 46 (Fla. 2004) (holding that

“extraordinary sloppiness and negligence” satisfy the intent element for

finding a violation of rule 4-8.4(c)); Further, “[a]s the person in charge of

managing the trust account and authorizing transfers,” it is the attorney’s

“responsibility to know from where the funds were coming.” Alters, 260 So.

3d at 81. “Having received funds from a client, it is an attorney’s obligation

to ensure that those funds are properly preserved and used only for the

purposes intended by the client, and not for any other unauthorized purpose.”

Id.

In his initial brief, Mr. Morburger admits that he should have insisted

that the account be frozen or the funds be transferred to a new account. (IB

44). But, in an attempt to deflect his responsibility, Mr. Morburger claims he

had a “misplaced reliance” that his bank would ensure that no more

questioned checks would be paid. (IB 44). Yet, he allowed an additional

$17,500 to be removed from his trust account after learning that the account
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was compromised. This probably is more than extraordinary sloppiness and

negligence and is more similar to an intentional disregard of responsibilities.

See id. at 82 (“Although Alters did not know that trust funds were improperly

flowing to his personal account, he remains responsible in light of his failure

to take meaningful steps to address the trust account issues. … Alters’

conduct clearly exhibits a selfish motive.”).

At the final hearing, Mr. Morburger admitted that he only informed the

bank about one questioned check. (T2. 102). His testimony about being

unable to contact the bank was part of his many credibility issues. He cannot

now claim that he was relying on his bank to read his mind about additional

questioned checks.

He further directs this Court that its “action herein should be tempered

somewhat by the fact that the Respondent clearly did not actively use his

trust account and appeared ‘over his head’” in trying to resolve these issues.

(IB 44). To be blunt, Mr. Morburger, despite his age, was not over his head

when he repeatedly lied about his knowledge of GM Investments. This is

not a case about an elderly lawyer who ought to understand it is time to retire

from the Bar. As an attorney with 48 years of experience, he abandoned

every duty he had to safeguard Mr. Palomino’s funds from GM Investments’
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“theft” of the funds from his trust account. The Bar submits that the Referee

was correct in recommending disbarment in this case.

II. There is competent substantial evidence to support the Referee’s

finding that Mr. Morburger violated Rule 4-8.4(c). This additional

violation clearly warrants disbarment for the three violations.

In his initial brief, Mr. Morburger argues that the Referee was incorrect

in finding that he violated Rule 4-8.4(c). Specifically, he argues that his

knowledge about GM Investments evolved over time and seemingly argues

that he did not misrepresent his knowledge of GM Investments. (IB 31-32).

He also argues that the Bar “attempted to discredit Respondent’s belief that

someone stole these checks[.]” (IB 32).

He relies on an email from the purported thief, a person he admits is

“of questionable character,” that begins by stating that the email was written

“under penalty of perjury,” as contrary evidence. (IB 32)(R-Ex. 2). An email,

from what appears to be a business’ email, that merely states that it is made

under penalty of perjury and is riddled with grammatical errors is not sworn

testimony. An email from a self-described thief who does not appear live to

testify does not exactly have the hallmarks of reliability. The Bar submits

that the Referee gave this document what little weight, if any weight at all, it

deserved.
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Mr. Morburger misunderstands the application of Rule 4-8.4(c) to the

facts of his case. It is his actions from the beginning of these proceedings to

the final hearing that evidence his dishonesty. Rule 4-8.4(c) provides that a

lawyer shall not:

(c) engage in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or

misrepresentation …

R. Reg. Fla. Bar 4-8.4(c). As the Referee found, Mr. Morburger made

numerous misrepresentations throughout the Bar’s investigation and the

final hearing. (ROR p. 10).

1. Mr. Morburger misrepresented his knowledge of GM Investments

In his March 1 letter to the Bar, Mr. Morburger claims that he did not

know the “G.M. entity” to whom check 464 was issued. (A.11). At the final

hearing, he claimed that when he received that information, he attempted to

look up GM Investments on Sunbiz.org but the website was inoperable. (T2.

93). At his March 31 deposition, Mr. Morburger testified that he had no idea

who GM Investments was. (TFB-Ex. 3). On April 7, Mr. Palomino informed

Mr. Morburger who owned GM Investments—Ms. Manzzo. (T. 56). Mr.

Morburger acknowledged that he and Ms. Manzzo were friends. (T. 56-57).

But then, on May 3, Mr. Morburger again told the Bar that he had no

knowledge of GM Investments. (A. 13). At the final hearing, he claimed he
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did not know that Ms. Manzzo was involved with GM Investments at the time

of authoring the response. (T2. 112). Yet, at the hearing he also could not

recall when he first learned that Ms. Manzzo was involved with GM

Investments. (T3 31-32). Additionally, just two days before authoring the

response to the Bar’s complaint, Mr. Morburger signed a check from his

personal business account, made payable to GM Investments. (A. 21-22).

Despite not claiming not to know anything about GM Investments, Mr.

Morburger had his reinstatement fee for delinquent CLEs to the Bar paid on

February 18, 2021 by GM Investments, in the midst of Mr. Morburger’s

inability to transfer the funds to Mr. Palomino. (TFB-Ex. 11). Further, Ms.

Manzzo testified that Mr. Morburger and her boyfriend were discussing him

becoming in house counsel for GM Investments around the time these

checks were written. (TFB-Ex. 11 p. 27).

The Referee had ample evidence in addition to Mr. Morburger’s

demeaner to find that he made misrepresentations to the Bar and to the

Referee concerning GM Investments. (ROR p. 17).

2. Mr. Morburger hid the bank’s determination that the disputed check

was not fraudulent

On May 5, 2021, Mr. Morburger received correspondence from his

bank notifying him of the results of their investigation; the bank determined
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the handwriting on check number 464 matched his signature that was on file.

(R-Ex. 1 p. 4). It is somewhat disputed whether he received a physical copy

of the letter, but Mr. Morburger acknowledged he knew of the Bank’s decision

for a long period of time and failed to notify the Bar of the same. (T3. 24).

When asked why he did not notify the Bar, he stated it was because

the Bar did not ask him that question. (T3. 24). More importantly, he did not

think the Bar knowing that information would have helped him. (T3. 25). Mr.

Morburger’s attitude towards informing the Bar of the outcome of the

investigation is further evidence of his deceit.

3. Mr. Morburger pre-dated the first check to Mr. Palomino

On February 4, 2021, the trial court ordered Mr. Morburger tender Mr.

Palomino the $37,030.00 “as soon as possible.” (TFB-Ex. 1 p. 14). Earlier

in the day, Mr. Morburger had filed a document with the trial court

acknowledging that the exact amount of funds had been transferred to his

trust account. (TFB-Ex. 1 p. 18). However, it was not until five days later

that Mr. Morburger wrote and predated the check. (A. 8)(ROR p. 10). As

the Referee found, this “deceptive action also disguised” that Mr. Morburger

wrote the first check to Mr. Palomino the day after Ms. Manzzo had already

received $6,500.00 of Mr. Palomino’s trust funds. (ROR p. 10). Predating
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the check was deceptive; he wanted it to appear as if he wrote the check

four days before.

Mr. Morburger’s testimony at the final hearing is further evidence of his

misrepresentations. There, he testified that he does not predate checks, and

yet, in his March 1 letter to the Bar where he self-reported his trust account

issues, he claims that the check was written on February 9, 2021. But, the

check is dated February 5, 2021.

Throughout the proceedings Mr. Morburger also misrepresented:

 that he had checked his trust account balance (ROR p. 12);

 where he kept his checkbook (ROR p. 14);

 his inspection of the checkbook (ROR p. 14).

The Referee also found that Mr. Morburger instructed Ms. Manzzo to

not speak to the Bar about its pending investigation in this matter. (ROR p.

19).

The Bar submits that the Referee’s finding that Mr. Morburger violated

Rule 4-8.4(c) is supported by competent substantial evidence, which is

replete on the face of this record. The violation of this rule, coupled with the

violations of Rule 4-1.15, and Rule 5-1.1, clearly place the Referee’s

recommendation of disbarment squarely within the Standards and the case

law.
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The Standards

The Standards applicable to this violation are:

5.1 FAILURE TO MAINTAIN PERSONAL INTEGRITY

(a) Disbarment. Disbarment is appropriate when a

lawyer engages in any other intentional conduct involving

dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or misrepresentation that seriously

adversely reflects on the lawyer’s fitness to practice.

Mr. Morburger made misrepresentations throughout these

proceedings, as discussed extensively in the previous section. This

Standard and the evidence in this case support a sanction of disbarment.

6.1 FALSE STATEMENTS, FRAUD AND

MISREPRESENTATION

(a)(2) Disbarment. Disbarment is appropriate when a

lawyer improperly withholds material information and causes

serious or potentially serious injury to a party, or causes a

significant or potentially significant adverse effect on the legal

proceeding.

In his testimony before the Referee, Mr. Morburger admitted that he

knew of the outcome of the bank’s investigation for “a long time” before he

informed the Bar. He withheld this information because the Bar “did not ask”

and because he felt that it would not be “helpful” if the Bar knew such

information. Mr. Morburger’s withholding of the outcome of the Bank’s
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investigation and his testimony for his reasoning behind doing so is

significant evidence supporting disbarment in this case.

7.1 DECEPTIVE CONDUCT OR STATEMENTS AND

UNREASONABLE OR IMPROPER FEES

(a) Disbarment. Disbarment is appropriate when a

lawyer intentionally engages in conduct that is a violation of a

duty owed as a professional with the intent to obtain a benefit for

the lawyer or another and causes serious or potentially serious

injury to a client, the public, or the legal system.

Here, Mr. Morburger’s intent can be inferred by his actions, that is, his

utter failure to take any steps to protect Mr. Palomino’s funds. His failure to

safeguard Mr. Palomino’s funds resulted in Ms. Manzzo’s limited liability

company receiving a large windfall—$24,000. This Standard supports

disbarment in this case.

There were numerous occasions in which Mr. Morburger made

misrepresentations to the Bar, to the Referee, and to Mr. Palomino

throughout these proceedings. The record in this case is replete with

evidence of Mr. Morburger’s misrepresentations. The Referee’s ultimate

recommendation that Mr. Morburger be found guilty of violating Rule 4-8.4(c)

is supported by competent substantial evidence and this Court’s

jurisprudence.
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Mr. Morburger failed to safeguard the funds in his trust account and did

so in a way that was a flagrant disregard of his duties as a lawyer. That,

coupled with the misrepresentations he made through these proceedings,

when viewed together, clearly warrant disbarment.

III. Despite Mr. Morburger’s long membership in the Bar, the Referee

properly found the applicable aggravating factors offset his lack of

prior discipline. The balance of these factors do not warrant a

downward adjustment of the recommended sanction, which has

clear support in the Standards and case law.

In his initial brief, Mr. Morburger argues that he should be suspended

for a maximum of an additional three months on top of the eight months he

has currently been suspended. (IB 32). He disputes whether three of the

seven aggravating factors apply to his case: dishonest or selfish motive,

submission of false statements or evidence, and indifference to making

restitution. (IB 33-34). He further argues that his character was a mitigating

factor the Referee should have considered. (IB 35).

The Bar recognizes that Mr. Morburger is an 84-year-old lawyer. It is

unquestionably sad to see this level of misconduct at the twilight of a lawyer’s

career. But this is not a violation of the duty to communicate or the duty of

competence where long tenure ought to be given considerable weight.

These are safekeeping and trust violations compounded by layers of
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dishonesty to the Bar and to the Referee. The Bar submits that it just cannot

have special rules for older lawyers who commit these kinds of violations.

Empathy and forgiveness are admirable human qualities, but in the context

of setting sanctions that fulfill the three purposes of sanctions these qualities

cannot override the need for rules that deter misconduct and for rules that

protect the public.

Dishonest or Selfish Motive

The Referee found that this factor was established by Mr. Morburger’s

knowledge of who was receiving the funds and allowing the fraud to continue.

Further, he did nothing to protect the funds, to recover the funds from the

person who received them. He did nothing to make restitution until

threatened with incarceration in contempt proceedings. (ROR p. 26).

Mr. Morburger argues that he did not know who was receiving the

funds until later and that his bank continued to allow other checks to be

negotiated against the account. (IB 34). But as explained earlier, Mr.

Morburger was not honest during these proceedings. The findings do not

support his argument. The Bar submits that the Referee properly considered

this aggravating factor.
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Submission of False Evidence, False Statements, or Other Deceptive

Practices During the Disciplinary Process

The Referee found that this factor applied because of Mr. Morburger’s

multiple misrepresentations in his two written statements to the Bar and in

his final hearing testimony. (ROR p. 26). In his initial brief, Mr. Morburger

does not address the multiple misrepresentations in his written statements

to the Bar and during the final hearing. (IB 34). He instead focuses on

whether or not he notified his bank after he discovered missing funds. The

Bar submits that the misrepresentations Mr. Morburger made to the Bar and

during the final hearing warrant applying this aggravating factor. He provided

conflicting stories to the Bar on multiple occasions, and there is record

evidence, that the Referee found to be credible, that he told a witness to not

discuss anything with the Bar. Mr. Morburger’s argument that he did contact

his bank initially falls flat in refuting this factor.

Indifference in Making Restitution

The Referee found that Mr. Morburger did not report this matter to the

police, made no effort to recover the funds, made no effort to pay or borrow

the money to pay Mr. Palomino until he was threatened with contempt. (ROR

pp. 27-28). Mr. Morburger argues that this factor should not apply because

he made full restitution. (IB 34). He admits that he did not make restitution
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in a timely fashion because he did not have the funds. Similarly, the Referee

declined to find that Mr. Morburger was remorseful. (ROR p. 28).

Mr. Morburger waited nearly eight months to pay Mr. Palomino back,

and he did not pay him back until he was threatened with jail time. The mere

fact that he made restitution does not, on its own, preclude the Referee from

applying this factor. He was not remorseful for this; he did not apologize to

Mr. Palomino because he did not feel like he did anything wrong. (T2. 151,

T3. 53).

Mitigating Factor: Character or Reputation

In her Report, the Referee specifically declined to find this mitigating

factor because Mr. Morburger cannot be “brilliant and detail oriented for the

purposes of providing legal representation and entirely incompetent in taking

simple steps to safeguard the funds in his trust account.” (ROR p. 28). The

Bar agrees that Mr. Morburger did present favorable character testimony that

was not contested by the Bar. But the Bar submits that mere presentation

of character testimony does not automatically entitle an attorney to a finding

of good character or reputation. The Referee’s decision to not apply this

factor should not be second guessed.
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When the aggravating factors, including the four additional aggravating

factors Mr. Morburger does not challenge, and the mitigating factors are

considered it is clear that a downward adjustment is not warranted here.

Under the three purposes of lawyer announced in The Florida Bar v.

Pahules, 233 So. 2d 130, 132 (Fla. 1970):

1. The judgment must be fair to society, both in terms of protecting

the public from unethical conduct and at the same time not denying the public

the services of a qualified lawyer as a result of undue harshness in imposing

a penalty.

2. The judgment must be fair to the respondent, being sufficient to

punish a breach of ethics and at the same time encourage reformation and

rehabilitation.

3. The judgment must be severe enough to deter others who might

be prone or tempted to become involved in like violations.

The Bar submits that it is fair to society to protect society from a lawyer

who commits such trust account violations, who allows for trust account

violations to continue, and who violates Rule 4-8.4(c). Especially given Mr.

Morburger’s multiple misrepresentations, this is fair to Mr. Morburger. And

the very short nunc pro tunc suspension proposed by Mr. Morburger is

certainly not sufficient to deter such conduct by other lawyers in the future.
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CONCLUSION

This Court should accept the Referee’s findings of fact and

recommendations of guilt. It should find Mr. Morburger guilty of violating

Rule 4-1.15, Rule 4-8.4(c), and Rule 5-1.1. It should apply the seven

aggravating factors and one mitigating factor and approve the Referee’s

recommendation of disbarment. The Court should impose the costs

recommended by the Referee.
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